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Multi-dimensional research assessment
and SciVal; a very brief overview
•Introduction
•Short reference to the multi-dimensional assessment 
matrix
•Elsevier’s solutions mapped
•Examples 
Agenda for today’s discussion
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Elsevier has been working closely with the 
research community for over 125 years
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Traditional Publishing Solution Provider
Electronic
Print
• 1997 – Launch of 
ScienceDirect, 
the first large-scale 
electronic platform 
to the STM 
communities
• 2004 – Launch of 
Scopus the largest 
abstract and citation 
database of research 
literature and quality 
web sources
Elsevier is a pioneer in the development of electronic tools that demonstrably improve the 
productivity and decision-making of our science and healthcare customers
• 2009 – Launch of 
SciVal, a suite of 
online tools that 
provide data to 
support informed 
decision-making
• 1847 – The Lancet 
publishes a report of the 
first caesarian performed 
under anesthesia
• 1858 – Grey’s Anatomy is 
published
What do we hear around the globe?
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Research Assessment

“an attempt to measure the 
return on investment in 
scientific-scholarly research”
evaluation of research quality 
and measurements of research 
inputs, outputs and impacts
embraces both qualitative and 
quantitative methodologies
The future of research 
assessment exercises 
lies in the intelligent 
combination of metrics 
and peer review
Multidimensional Research Assessment Matrix (Part)
• ad
Taken from: “Assessing Europe’s University-based Research, Expert group on Assessment of 
University based Research, 2010, adjusted by H. Moed
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Multidimensional Research Assessment Matrix (Part)
important to 
upfront 
determine who, 
why, and what 
to assess
Taken from: “Assessing Europe’s University-based Research, Expert group on Assessment of University 
based Research, 2010, adjusted by H. Moed 6
Individual 
Hiring/promotion
Productivity & impact
I i i l 
iri / r ti
r ti it   i t
PhD date, place, supervisor;
Invitations for conferences
 t , l , r i r;
I it ti  f r f r
Publications in international journals;
Actual citation impact
li ti  i  i t r ti l j r l ;
t l it ti  i t
MDRAM - examples
Institution
Increase multi-discipl. 
Research
Productivity & impact
I tit ti
I r  lti- i i l. 
r
r ti it   i t
% Papers in multi-disciplinary fields;
Co-authorships from different discipl 
 r  i  lti- i i li r  fi l ;
- t r i  fr  iff r t i i l 
 Inter-discipl. teaching programs;
Funding from multi-disc. res. programs
I t r- i i l. t i  r r ;
i  fr  lti- i . r . r r
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Positioning SciVal products
 assess research strengths
 collaboration potential
determine what to fund
 compare to other institutes
Experts
Funding
Identify specific expertise
Enable collaboration
Match with funding opports
Evaluate research groups
Assess retention risks
Assess collaborations
Trends analyses
Benchmarking
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SciVerse® Scopus – underlying data source for SciVal
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• The largest abstract and citation database of research 
information
• 18,000+ active titles from more than 5,000 international 
publishers including coverage of:
• Life Sciences
• Health Sciences
• Physical Sciences
• Social Sciences
• Arts and Humanities
• Independent journal metrics
• SNIP: The Source-Normalized Impact per 
Paper corrects for differences in the frequency 
of citation across research fields
• SJR: The SCImago Journal Bank reflects 
prestige of source – value of weighted 
citations per document
Assess research-strength at country level
in this specific example, multi-disciplinary  research strength
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Taken from the SciVal Spotlight country map for Czech Republic
Assess research groups on different criteria and 
specific reference fields 
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Taken from SciVal Strata, Researchers from the Czech Geological Survey
Assess specific expertise
Note: SciVal Experts is customized for the institution. Sample screens from other organizations provided. 
Source: SciVal Experts (April 2011), University of Michigan, Johns Hopkins University 12
Access accurate, 
comprehensive 
author profiles of 
researchers, 
including publication 
lists, Grant, patent 
and CV data 
integrated to provide 
a more 
comprehensive 
picture of an 
institution’s research 
expertise. 
Some examples of Collaborations with Government 
organisations
• To provide support to the research evaluation 
exercise process: ARC (Australia), 
• Provide comprehensive analyses for BIS, Research 
Ministry UK
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For ERA 2010, 2014, providing data and support 
services for national research evaluations
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Supported by  Scopus Custom data and 
Analytical Services to manage the assessment 
process
Assessment of research quality 
within Australia's higher 
education institutions using a 
combination of indicators and 
expert review by committees 
comprising experienced, 
internationally-recognized 
experts.
ERA uses leading researchers 
to evaluate research in eight 
discipline clusters.
ERA will detail areas within 
institutions and disciplines that 
are internationally competitive,
as well as point to emerging 
areas where there are 
opportunities for development 
and further investment.
For BIS, using a set of tools to provide a full picture of 
the international comparative performance of the UK
London │17 March 2011
Publications
Citations
Patents
Competencies
Brain circulation
Usage
Standard tools  New tools  +
Collaboration networks
Interdisciplinary, new areas
Different perspective; Social Sciences & 
Humanities more visible 
Researcher mobility and attraction
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Take away points
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 The future of research assessment exercises lies in the intelligent 
combination of metrics and peer review
 Which metrics to use depends on the specific purpose of the evaluation, 
assessment, or analyses being considered
 Information providers are increasingly considered to be valuable partners 
that can contribute essential data, services and (customised) solutions   
 We at Elsevier are keen to collaborate with academic institutions, funding 
agencies, and governments around the world to provide insights that 
meaningful contribute to high-quality research assessment , - evaluation, and 
- planning exercises.
Thank you
j.verheggen@elsevier.com
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Annex
• Institutional and field delimitations
• Case studies
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Top down versus bottom up approaches:  
institution and subject field “delimitation”
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TOP DOWN BOTTOM UP
Same approach for subject fields: predefine subject field versus co-citation
Calculate indicators; 
compare with benchmarks
Positioning SciVal products
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Making investment choices
A case study: Tohoku University (Japan)
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• The Tohoku University 
management team decided 
to create a special funding 
budget to allocate to 
selected research groups
• The challenge – objectively 
distribute funds to stimulate 
research activity
Download the case study
Building a global network to fight cancer
A case study: MD Anderson Cancer Center
• The VP of Global Academic 
Programs at The University of 
Texas MD Anderson Cancer 
Center wanted to create a 
network among researchers at 
MD Anderson and its 23 sister 
institutions around the world to 
help achieve its mission
“Making Cancer History”
• The challenge – enabling 
researchers and administrators 
to easily identify experts across 
institutions and facilitate 
opportunities to collaborate
Download the case study
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Scopus – background (continued)
17,800
Peer reviewed journals
600
Trade journals
350
Book series
A rich and 
extended 
coverage 
including
– Chief librarian, 
The Food and Agricultural 
Organization of the United Nations
> 18,500
titles
“It is broader in scope but also richer in different kinds of 
content. It is much easier to use and therefore has more 
immediate impact.”
l
Wider coverage gives a more accurate picture of the research landscape
In Thousands
Nearest competitor Scopus
Number of citations to most cited articles in WoS and Scopus
Scopus has on average 10% more 
citations per article 
>7,000 citations for these examples
In Thousands Nearest competitor Scopus
Journal
policy
• English language abstracts available
• All cited references in Roman alphabet
• Convincing editorial concept/policy
• Level of peer-review
• Diversity in provenance of editors
• Diversity in provenance of authors
Quality of
content
• Academic contribution to the field
• Clarity of abstracts
• Conformity with journal’s aims & scope
• Readability of articles
Citedness • Citedness of journal articles in Scopus
• Citedness of editors in Scopus
Regularity • No delay in publication schedule
Accessibility
• Content available online
• English-language journal home page
• Quality of home page
Eligibility
• Peer-review
• English abstracts
• Regular publication
